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OZONE-DEPLETING-SUBSTANCE CONTROL 
AND PHASE-OUT PLAN 

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Title VI of the Federal C7eau Air Act Amendments of 1990 requires 
regulation of the use and disposal of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) (e.g., 
Hal on , Freon 2). Several important federal regulations have been promulgated 
that affect the use of such substances at the Hanford Site. On April 23, 
1993, Executive Order (EO) 12843, Procurement Requirements and Policies for 
Federal Agencies for Ozone-Depleting Substances (EPA 1993) was issued for 
Federal facilities to conform to the new U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) regulations implementing the C7ean Air Act of 1963 (CAA), Section 613, 
as amended. 

To implement the requirements of Title VI, the U.S. Department of Energy, 
Richland Operations Office (RL), issued a directive to the Hanford Site 
contractors on May 25, 1994 (Wisness 1994). The directive assigns 
Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) the lead in coordinating the development of 
a sitewide comprehensive implementation plan to be drafted by July 29, 1994 
and completed by September 30, 1994. The implementation plan will address 
several areas where immediate compliance action is required. It will identify 
all current uses of ODSs and inventories, document the remaining useful life 
of equipment that contains ODS chemicals, provide a phase-out schedule, and 
provide a strategy that will be implemented consistently by all the Hanford 
Site contractors. This plan also addresses the critical and required elements 
of Federal regulations, the EO, and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) guidance. 
This plan is intended to establish a sitewide management system to address the 
clean air requirements. 

Washington State is proposing regulations that are more stringent in some 
areas than the Federal regulations. As a living document, this plan will 
address the State regulations after they are promulgated. 

The Washington Public Power Supply System and U.S. Ecology are not 
covered by this plan becausetheir sites are not under the control of RL. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 
This plan will provide the clean air requirements and a general overview 

of how the Hanford Site contractors will implement a program to achieve 
compliance with them. This plan is being prepared to satisfy the requirements 
of preparing a project management plan contained in DOE Order 4700.1 
(DOE 1987). 

In September 1987 the United States and 22 other countries signed the 
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer to limit 

1Halon is a trademark of Allied Chemical Corporation. 
2Freon is a trademark of E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. 
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worldwide production of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and Halons. Three years 
later, the parties to the Montreal Protocol agreed to institute a complete 
phase-out of CFCs, Halons, and carbon tetrachloride by the year 2000 and a 
complete phase-out of methyl chloroform by the year 2005. The parties also 
passed a non-binding resolution at the June 1990 meeting calling for a total 
phase-out of hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) by the year 2040. 

Title VI of the Federal CAA Amendments of 1990 became the statutory 
vehicle for implementing the provisions of the Montreal Protocol in the United 
States. As enacted, Title VI modified the production phase-out schedules of 
the Montreal Protocol by advancing the phase-out deadline for methyl 
chloroform to the year 2002 and mandating the phase-out of HCFCs by the year 
2030. Title VI also provided for the further acceleration of such schedules 
if necessary to protect human health and the environment, if practicable in 
light of the development of acceptable substitutes, or if required to reflect 
further changes in the Montreal Protocol. 

In late 1992 the parties to the Montreal Protocol voted to require the 
phase-out of HCFCs and to accelerate the existing phase-out schedules for 
Class I substances (see Glossary, Chapter 6, for definition). The new 
schedules called for halon production to be completely phased out by 1994; 
CFC, carbon tetrachloride, and methyl chloroform production to be phased out 
by 1996; and HCFC production to be phased out by 2030. The 1992 Amendments to. 
the Montreal Protocol also added methyl bromide and hydrobromof1uorocarbons 
(HBFCs) to the list of Class I substances. The parties voted to freeze methyl 
bromide production at 1991 levels by 1995 and to completely phase out HBFC 
production by 1996. Title VI establishes use restrictions, recycling and 
recovery requirements, and labeling requirements. It also establishes 
requirements for servicing of motor-vehicle air conditioners (MVAC), a safe-
alternatives policy, and a ban on nonessential products. Rules addressing 
these requirements have been promulgated at Title 40, Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR), Part 82, "Protection of Stratospheric Ozone." A summary of 
the final regulations are as follows: 

• Accelerated phase-out and MVAC rule (July 1992) 
• Ban on nonessential use (February 1993) 
• Labeling rule (March 1993) 
• Recycle and recovery rule (May 1993) 
• Procurement rule (October 1993) 
• Significant new alternatives policy (SNAP) rule (March 1994). 

EPA has completed all promulgating actions under Title VI of the CAA. 
To effectively implement and conform to many of these requirements at 

Federal facilities, the President issued E0 12843 on April 23, 1993. The 
order addressed the need to identify safe alternatives, conform procurement 
policies to the Title VI requirements, implement the labeling requirements, 
and evaluate present and future uses of recycling and phase-out of ODS 
chemicals. DOE drafted a refrigerant management plan in November 1993 to 
implement the EO. The refrigerant management plan was completed and issued as 
Recommended Approaches to Management of Refrigerants at DOE Facilities 
(DOE 1994). 

2 
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3.0 TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES 

3.1 OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE, AND CONTROL OF REFRIGERANT SYSTEMS 
CONTAINING ODSs 
This section provides guidance to implement the requirements of the 

refrigerant management plan for DOE facilities, which was drafted by DOE 
Headquarters in November of 1993. The goal of that plan was to phase out the 
use of ODSs by systematically implementing environmentally safe alternative 
substances and processes. 

This section addresses management of all refrigerants using ODSs on the 
Hanford Site, except those systems present in motor vehicles. ODSs present 
within motor vehicles will be addressed separately within Section 3.9 of this 
plan. 

3.1.1 Requirement 
As a user of ODSs, RL and its contractors at the Hanford Site are not 

directly involved in meeting the production phase-out schedule requirements of 
the CAA. However, both the Federal procurement requirements (48 CFR 2) and 
EO 12843 establish a policy for Hanford and other DOE sites to maximize their 
use of safe alternatives and minimize, where economically practicable, the 
procurement of Class I ODSs. In addition, the diminishing availability of 
Class I substances as production is phased out supports the need to develop 
long-range plans for managing CFC refrigerant supplies. 

3.1.2 Implementation Process 
The Hanford Site contractors will pursue a systematic approach to 

identify and evaluate refrigerant equipment in Hanford Site facilities. That 
approach will consist of the following activities: 

• Conduct a systematic inventory to identify all pieces of equipment 
containing more than 2 lb of ODSs used as refrigerant. The 
equipment inventory will provide information needed to determine if 
equipment is to be retained, retrofitted, or replaced. Each piece 
of equipment containing more than 2 lb of ODS refrigerant will be 
listed separately. Equipment containing 2 lb or less of like 
refrigerant may be grouped within a building or facility (e.g., 
refrigerators, drinking fountains). The database structure and 
inventory form are shown in Appendix I. 
Each RL facility will review refrigeration systems within their 
control. These reviews will consider future requirements, energy 
efficiency improvements, and present condition and age. This 
information will be used to determine whether equipment will be 
retrofitted, replaced, or abandoned at the end of useful life. 
Those systems meeting the requirements for replacement will be 
evaluated in terms of risk of failure, then ranked by priority for 
replacement. The key requirement for replacement involves the 
equipment reaching the end of its useful life. Priorities will be 
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established for each facility across the Hanford Site. Information 
collected during the inventory will be accessible to facility 
management and maintenance service organizations to expedite 
transfer of spare parts and refrigerant among the facilities. 
Ready stocks of recycled refrigerant will be maintained in a central 
location for reuse. New and reclaimed refrigerant also will be 
maintained at a central location (to be determined). The data 
collected on available refrigerants will be used to identify 
potential sources of available refrigerant. This central collection 
and dispersal effort will avoid costly purchases of diminishing 
refrigerant supplies and reduce waste streams from equipment removed 
from service. 

• Establish a database to track all equipment identified during the 
systematic inventory. Included in the database will be the ability 
to track leakage from systems for compliance with Subpart F of 40 
CFR 82. 

• Establish a proactive leak-determination practice. The Hanford Site 
contractors will input data on refrigeration systems to a central 
database. The database will generate periodic reports of leaks from 
equipment containing more than 2 lb of refrigerant to ensure that 
repairs are performed in compliance with Subpart F and that releases 
are included in periodic reports required by the C M Air Operating 
Permit requirements. Indications of service and selected service 
data will also be retained. Service records will be maintained in 
the facility work control center. The maintenance and service 
records will be used to determine the leak rates on an inventory 
basis. 

The following leak-rate calculation shall be used to determine leak 
rates from the maintenance and service records: 

Leak Rate = ^ r e f r i q e r a n t added during last charaeU365 dU100%l 
(total system charge)(days between last two charges) 

The result is then compared to the 15-percent annualized leak rate 
allowed for comfort-cooling appliances. If the result is greater 
than 15 percent, the leaks must be repaired within 30 days of the 
discovery of the excessive leak rate. 

• Establish a program to recover and recycle all refrigerants by the 
use of EPA-approved equipment operated by EPA-certified technicians. 
To the maximum extent possible, refrigerants containing ODSs will be 
recycled and reused. Refrigerants may be reused within the unit 
being serviced or moved to a central storage location for reuse in 
other systems. When recycling is not possible (e.g., damage to the 
refrigerant from flame), the refrigerant will be sent to EPA-
approved reclamation facilities. Following reclamation, the 
refrigerant will be returned to the Hanford Site or provided to 
other Federal sites. 
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New supplies of available refrigerants containing ODSs will be 
procured if necessary only after existing available supplies have 
been exhausted. Modification to refrigeration systems will be made 
to allow for replacement of refrigerants only after all other 
options have been exhausted. Surplus stocks of ODSs may be sold on 
the open market to offset the cost of developing and implementing 
the program. 

• Establish and implement a method to evaluate the retrofit, 
replacement, and abandonment of existing large refrigerant systems 
with energy-efficient, cost-effective systems. All large 
refrigerant systems (see Glossary, Chapter 6, for definitions) will 
be evaluated using established life-cycle cost-analysis techniques 
and in-house energy-management (IHEM) methods. Consideration will 
be given to the remaining useful life of the equipment, required 
process life of the facility, facility process cooling requirements, 
reasonable payback period, and retrofit options. Each refrigerant 
system will be assigned a replacement priority. The priority will 
be reevaluated after major facility process or mission changes and 
before any major repair projects are initiated. The evaluation 
process is described in more detail in the Energy Management section 
of this plan. 

3.1.3 Labeling Requirements 
Establish a program to only label refrigerant systems and containers that 

are shipped off site (introduced into interstate commerce) to indicate the 
presence of ODSs. The Hanford Site contractors will comply with the container 
labeling requirements set forth in 40 CFR 82, Subpart E. 

3.1.4 Recordkeeping Requirements 
The EPA has established the following recordkeeping requirements at 

Subpart F, 40 CFR 82: 
• Recycle/recovery equipment owners. Facilities maintaining, 

servicing, or repairing appliances (except for MVACs), and disposing 
of appliances (except small appliances, MVACs, and MVAC-like 
equipment) must certify that they have acquired and are properly 
using certified recovery or recycling equipment. 

• Owners of air-conditioning and refrigeration equipment. 
Owners/operators are to maintain appliance servicing records. Data 
include records of the service calls, dates of such service calls, 
and amounts of refrigerant added. Records must also include 
refrigerants purchased. Service records and work packages will be 
maintained by the facilities' work-control systems. 

• Disposers. Facilities disposing of small appliances, MVACs, and 
MVAC-like appliances must maintain copies of signed statements. 
Such statements shall verify that the refrigerant has been evacuated 
from the appliance. Records of disposed appliances shall be kept at 
the facilities that are disposing of the appliances. 
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All records that must be maintained to comply with 40 CFR 82, Subpart F must 
be kept for at least 3 years unless otherwise indicated by the EPA. 

3.2 PROCUREMENT OF CONTRACTED SERVICES 

3.2.1 Background 
This section describes Hanford Site heating, ventilation, and air 

conditioning (HVAC) service contracts currently in place. Provisions of these 
contracts are in accordance with the Federal acquisition regulations and the 
DOE acquisition regulations. This section also describes the contracted 
services performed by offsite vendors for RL. Existing contracts will be 
adjusted to conform to DOE policy to use non-ODS-containing products where 
economically and technically feasible. 

3.2.2 Contracts 
Maintenance and Service Contract for 400 Area Facilities. WHC manages a 
maintenance and service contract on the 400-ton chillers located at the Fast 
Flux Test Facility (FFTF) and the Fuels Manufacturing Examination Facility 
(FMEF) at the 400 Area. The contract is maintained and administered annually 
through WHC Procurement. Work is controlled through work packages prepared 
and maintained by WHC FFTF/FMEF Maintenance. Minor work on the chillers is 
accomplished by properly trained and certified plant employees. 

General Maintenance and Service Contract. The contract is considered an "8A" 
(small business) contract awarded sole source to an offsite contractor. The 
contractor is required to comply with stated regulations included within the 
text of the contract. RL assigns monitoring of the technical provisions of 
the contract to specific WHC/Boeing Computer Services, Richland and ICF Kaiser 
Hanford (ICF KH) personnel. 

ICF KH manages maintenance and services that provide for inspection, 
preventive maintenance, and overhaul services, which includes dismantling, 
examination, replacement of existing installed HVAC, chemical, and ammonia 
systems in 23 DOE contractor-maintained Site buildings, the Federal Building, 
and 2 contractor-leased facilities for WHC. Such services also may be 
provided to additional facilities, subject to the approval of RL. 

All work performed on existing HVAC systems is expressly subject to the 
provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act, as amended, and the applicable provisions 
of the WHC contract with RL. 

3.3 ENERGY MANAGEMENT 
This section describes how energy management practices will be combined 

with other engineering practices to ensure that equipment containing ODSs will 
be evaluated for retrofit or replacement. It also describes how life-cycle 
cost analyses and use of energy management practices will be combined to 
provide opportunities to retrofit or replace equipment containing ODSs. 
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3.3.1 Requirement 
In DOE Order 6430.1A (DOE 1989), DOE reduced its immediate dependence on 

CFCs as refrigerants. DOE established criteria requiring reduction of 
dependence on CFCs in new and replacement refrigerant systems by limiting 
refrigerant use to HCFC 22 where feasible. These criteria apply to projects 
in planning, programming, and Title I design as of the date of order 
implementation and to projects in Title II design and under construction where 
technically and economically feasible. 

3.3.2 Implementation Process 
At the Hanford Site, refrigerants CFC 11 and 12 are used extensively in 

the refrigerant systems in nuclear reactors, chemical processing plants, and 
laboratory facilities. With the change in mission from defense production to 
environmental restoration many of these reactors, plants, and laboratories are 
being placed in standby or are being transitioned to a surveillance and 
maintenance phase for final decontamination and decommissioning. Taking these 
facilities out of production significantly reduced their heat removal 
requirements, making many large cooling systems using Class I ODSs too large 
for their current and future uses. However, immediate replacement of these 
systems with new systems using a SNAP refrigerant is not economically feasible 
in light of competing funding priorities. Therefore, an alternative 
systematic engineering approach must be used to evaluate refrigeration systems 
to ensure that costs, operating efficiency, worker safety, and cessation of 
use of regulated refrigerants are considered. 

Evaluation of Existing Systems. Existing systems shall be evaluated using 
life-cycle cost analysis methods. Life-cycle cost analysis requires that new 
equipment procurement costs, installation, efficient operation, and 
maintenance during operating life, as well as equipment and refrigerant 
disposal be considered. Existing systems will be evaluated as part of the ODS 
implementation effort. Priorities will be based on refrigerant type, leak 
rates, maintenance and service frequencies, facility or process missions, and 
availability of suitable SNAP refrigerants. 

Future Activities. Under this plan, the Hanford Site contractors will 
complete their inventories of all equipment and systems using ODSs by the end 
of fiscal year 1995. From the completed inventory, the contractors will 
identify and evaluate refrigerant systems that use ODSs on schedule for 
production phase-out and that require retrofit or replacement based on leak 
rates, required future uses, and IHEM and DOE Order 6430.1A criteria. Energy 
Management will review all retrofit and replacement projects identified 
through the ODS implementation effort for potential IHEM funding and to ensure 
that energy conservation measures are considered. All IHEM proposed projects 
will be developed and evaluated using IHEM requirements provided by Energy 
Management. All projects will be evaluated for the effects of life-cycle 
costs. The contractors will also update construction and design 
specifications for the Site to address the use of alternative refrigerants and 
energy-efficiency measures. 

7 
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3.4 TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION 
At the Hanford Site, various technicians, crafts workers, and service 

engineers perform general maintenance, service, and repair on refrigerant 
systems that contain regulated Class I or II ODSs. This section describes the 
training and certification requirements for the individual Hanford Site 
contractors as required by Title VI of the CAA 1990 Amendments. 

An effective educational program aimed at preparing technicians for the 
certification test has been developed that will increase compliance with the 
CAA requirements, leading to better environmental protection. 
3.4.1 Requirement 

Subpart F of 40 CFR 82, "Refrigerant Recycling," requires persons 
servicing air-conditioning and refrigeration equipment to observe certain 
service practices that reduce refrigerant emissions, as well as complete a 
technician training and certification program. At the Hanford Site, the 
regulations apply to technicians working on air-conditioning systems and the 
equipment that they use. 

The Subpart F regulations establish requirements and provisions for 
training and certification. The regulations require varying levels of 
certification for those persons that could reasonably be expected to release 
ODSs into the atmosphere during handling, service, maintenance, or repair. The 
EPA strongly encourages appropriate training of all individuals whose job 
responsibilities have any impact on the release of ODSs to the atmosphere. 
All technicians must pass an examination administered by an EPA-approved 
testing organization. Technicians must be certified by November 14, 1994. 

3.4.2 Implementation Process 
Hanford Site Training and Certification Practices. Two types of training are 
currently conducted at the Hanford Site: general employee awareness training 
and technician certification by an EPA-approved testing organization. Because 
many Site employees frequently are exposed to work situations where one may 
inadvertently or unintentionally release ODSs to the atmosphere, a general 
employee awareness training will be included in the Hanford General Employee 
Training (HGET) program beginning in April 1995. 

An EPA-approved certification program, operated by Martin Marietta Energy 
Systems at Oak Ridge National Laboratory's K-25 facility in Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, has been introduced to the Hanford Site contractors. This program 
is being adopted to comply with the technician certification requirements. 
Because ICF KH will be managing the central sitewide ODS inventory, ICF KH 
also will manage the technician certification program that will be available 
to the Hanford Site contractors. 

Approved certifying programs will receive a letter of approval from the 
EPA. The EPA is requiring that each testing center display a copy of that 
approval. A copy of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory certification program 
approval will be retained at the Hanford Site (ICF KH training organization). 
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Training Program. Each contractor shall ensure that all personnel responsible 
for servicing, maintaining, repairing, or disposing of equipment containing 
ODSs and equipment used to capture or recycle ODSs, receive appropriate 
training and EPA-approved certification. At a minimum, the program shall: 

• Include personnel responsible for maintaining and servicing MVAC and 
industrial and commercial refrigeration and cooling equipment, i.e., 
HVAC, chillers, coolers, and freezers 

• Meet or exceed the applicable regulatory requirements of 40 CFR 82 
for technicians. 

The training organization for each contractor shall ensure that training is 
available to the appropriate employees. 
Types of Certification. The EPA has created four separate technician 
certification categories that cover the various types of air conditioning and 
refrigeration equipment being serviced and maintained. The types of equipment 
covered by certification are as follows: 

• Small appliances (e.g. household appliances, water coolers, etc.) 
(Type I certification) 

• High-pressure equipment with a charge of less than 50 lb (e.g. 
unitary air conditioners, MVAC-like appliances, etc.) (Type II 
certification) 

• Very high-pressure equipment with a charge of more than 50 lb 
(evaporator heating for leak detection and deep evacuation, etc.) 
(Type II certification) 

• Low-pressure equipment (Type III certification) 
• Low- and high-pressure equipment (Universal certification). 

Technicians servicing MVAC-like appliances may choose to become certified by 
an EPA-approved program under Section 609 of the CAA and 1990 Amendments, and 
will be considered certified according to the Section 608 requirements. The 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Technician Certification Program provides 
training and certification in all of these categories. A decision on whether 
the contractors use this program or other training programs is subject to RL 
Programs approval. 
Training Records. The training and development organizations shall maintain 
EPA-certified training records and confirmations for completion of the general 
employee awareness training in accordance with Federal and contractor 
standards and policies. 
Technician Certification Program Recordkeeping. Recordkeeping requirements 
include, but are not limited to, the names and addresses of all individuals 
taking the certification tests, the scores of all tests administered, and the 
dates and locations of all tests administered. Certifying programs must send 
EPA an activity report every 6 months. This report will include the pass/fail 
rate and testing schedules to allow the EPA to determine the relative progress 
and success of these programs. If the certifying program believes a test bank 
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question needs to be modified, information about that question should also be 
included. 

Programs must issue an identification card to technicians that receive a 
score of 70 percent or higher on the closed-book certification examination 
within 30 days. Each card must include the name of the certifying program, the 
date the organization became a certifying program, a unique number for the 
certified person, and the following text: 

"(Name of person) has been certified as a (Type I, II, 
III, or Universal, as appropriate) technician as required 
by 40 CFR 82, Subpart F." 

Technicians certified under 40 CFR 82.161 must keep a copy of their 
certificate at their place of business. The EPA reserves the right to specify 
the need for periodic technician recertification. 

All records required to be maintained pursuant to these requirements 
under Subpart F must be kept for at least 3 years unless otherwise indicated 
by the EPA. Entities that dispose of appliances must keep these disposal and 
training records on site. 

3.5 CONTAINER, PRODUCT, AND EQUIPMENT LABELING AND HARKING 
This section specifies the labeling and marking requirements for 

containers and equipment that contain ODSs or are used for refrigerant 
recovery/recycli ng. 

3.5.1 Requirement 
Container Labeling. "Labeling of Products Using Ozone-Depleting Substances," 
Subpart E of 40 CFR 82, requires that containers of Class I or II substances 
that are introduced into interstate commerce or are shipped off site carry a 
warning statement. The same warning statement is required for equipment that 
contains a Class I or II substance and is introduced into interstate commerce 
or shipped off site. 
Recovery and Recycling Equipment. "Certification of Recycling and Recovery 
Equipment," Paragraph III.G of 40 CFR 82, requires that recovery and recycling 
equipment manufactured or imported on or after November 15, 1993, be tested 
and certified by an EPA-approved laboratory or organization. Recovery and 
recycling equipment purchased before this date is to be verified by the 
contractor as meeting the intent of the EPA certification. In addition, the 
EPA requires that equipment and hoses be fitted with low-loss fittings. 

All recovery and recycling equipment shall have a label indicating that 
it is certified and showing which organization tested and certified it. This 
label is intended to inform both technicians and the EPA that the equipment 
meets EPA standards. 

10 
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3.5.2 Implementation Process 
Container Labels. Each ODS container that is transported off site as of 
May 15, 1993, shall display a "WARNING" label and the standard chemical name 
of the contents as identified in 40 CFR 82. The label shall contain the 
following statement: 

"WARNING: Contains (insert the chemical name of the ODS), 
a substance which harms public health and environment by 
destroying ozone in the upper atmosphere." 

The warning statement must be clearly legible and conspicuous and shall appear 
in sharp contrast to any background on which it appears. A program to label 
all onsite ODS-containing materials is currently being evaluated. Such a 
program is not a regulatory requirement at this time. 
Recovery/Recycle Equipment Labels. All certified recovery/recycle equipment 
shall be labeled as follows: 

"This Equipment has been certified by (approved equipment 
testing organization) to meet the EPA's minimum 
requirements for recycling or recovery equipment intended 
for use with (appropriate category of appliance)." 

The label is to be applied by the manufacturer or importer of the equipment 
and shall show the date of manufacture and the serial number of the equipment, 
if applicable. The label shall be affixed in a readily visible or accessible 
location, be made of material expected to last the lifetime of the equipment, 
and be affixed in such a manner that it cannot be removed from the equipment 
without being damaged. 

3.6 SIGNIFICANT NEW ALTERNATIVES POLICY PROGRAM 
On March 18, 1994, the EPA published its final SNAP Program 

(59 FR 13044), which provides the EPA's decisions on the acceptability and 
unacceptability of ODS substitutes. Copies are available from WHC Regulatory 
Analysis. Refer to Appendix II for a list of SNAP-approved ODSs. This list 
will be reviewed every 6 months for EPA changes and updated within this plan 
at least annually. 

3.6.1 Criteria for Review 
The EPA evaluates the acceptability of potential replacements for Class I 

and II compounds on the following basis: 
• Atmospheric effects and related health and environmental impacts 
• General population risks from ambient exposure to compounds with 

direct toxicity and to increased ground-level ozone 
• Ecosystem risks 
• Occupational risks 
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• Consumer risks 
• Flammabi1i ty 
• Cost and availability of the substitute. 

3.6.2 Communication of SNAP Decisions to the Public 
Every quarter, the EPA publishes in the Federal Register a complete list 

of acceptable and unacceptable alternatives that have been reviewed to date. 
In the case of substitutes proposed as acceptable with use restrictions, 
proposed as unacceptable, or proposed for removal from either list, a rule
making process will ensue. Changes to EPA's SNAP list will be reviewed and 
this plan will be updated at least annually. 

3.7 PROCUREMENT 
Another important activity covered under Title VI of the CAA is 

procurement and its relationship to the SNAP program. Section 613 of the CAA 
requires the EPA to promulgate regulations requiring each department, agency, 
and instrumentality of the United States government to conform its procurement 
regulations to the policies and requirements of Title VI and to maximize the 
substitution of safe alternatives identified under Section 612 for Class I and 
II substances. Most Federal procurement is governed by the "Federal 
Acquisition Regulation" (48 CFR). Currently, the EPA and the Office of 
Management and Budget are evaluating whether a modification of the "Federal 
Acquisition Regulation" is necessary to make it comply with the Title VI 
regulations. Federal agencies, such as DOE, are required to evaluate their 
procurement regulations to determine compliance with Title VI. On October 22, 
1993, EPA published its final procurement regulations at 40 CFR 82, Subpart D 
to implement Section 613. Subpart D explicitly states that Class II 
substances may serve as interim substitutes for Class I substances until a 
proven-acceptable substitute is determined. This final rule and EO 12843 were 
promulgated to maximize substitution of safe alternatives and to further 
implement the policies and requirements of Title VI by Federal agencies. 

Procurement will not be involved in the storage of recyclable and excess 
ODS chemicals. This is addressed in the Operations and Maintenance and 
Individual Contractor Program sections of this plan. .ODS chemicals shall be 
purchased by certified technicians. 

Purchasers who employ certified technicians may provide to the wholesaler 
that sells them refrigerants evidence that at least one technician is properly 
certified. The wholesaler will then keep this information on file and may 
sell refrigerant to the purchaser or his authorized representative even if 
such purchaser or authorized representative is not a properly certified 
technician. Procurement will not need to be certified if, at the time of 
purchase, Procurement provides the wholesaler with information to show that at 
least one technician on site is properly certified. 
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3.8 PRODUCTS AND SOLVENT USES 
A sitewide inventory of product and solvent uses is currently being 

conducted by the WHC Pollution Prevention organization. From this inventory, 
the use(s) of each product identified is to be ascertained and a determination 
made on the continued need for that particular product and its use. Data are 
being collected from the procurement records and from the end user of each 
Hanford Site contractor. A single comprehensive list of these products will 
provide the basis for ranking alternatives or replacements of ODS-containing 
products and chemicals, and to eliminate or reduce unnecessary use of these 
products in compliance with Section 612. Preliminary evaluations indicate 
that principle uses of ODS-containing products that will extend beyond the 
year 1995 are solvent cleaners, fire suppression systems, and HVAC systems, 
including chillers and dryers. 
Aerosols. The EPA has essentially banned the manufacture and use of CFCs as 
aerosol propellants in all but essential applications under Section 610. 
These materials and products will be included in the sitewide inventory of 
product and solvent uses described above. 

3.9 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS 
Some fire suppression systems at the Hanford Site use Halon 1301 and 

1211. These substances are identified to be phased out on a schedule shown in 
40 CFR 82, Subpart A, "Production and Consumption Controls." This section 
describes activities conducted and planned to address management of fire 
suppression systems at the Hanford Site. This section includes descriptions 
of practices and plans that contractors use to manage large fire suppression 
systems containing Halon and small pieces of equipment used by trained 
personnel. 

3.9.1 Requirement 
Halons are no longer being manufactured. On May 5, 1993, DOE issued a 

memorandum and guidance policy entitled Managed Phase Out of Halon Fixed Fire 
Suppression Systems (DOE 1993). That policy provided direction to begin to 
collect Halons from large systems removed from service. The materials 
collected were to be kept in their original containers and either reclaimed or 
banked on the site for use in systems to be kept in operation. On June 6, 
1993, RL provided the direction to its contractors supporting the DOE policy. 

3.9.2 Implementation Process 
Halon Systems in Facilities Managed by Hanford Contractors. At the Hanford 
Site, fire suppression is provided through the use of large engineered systems 
and portable equipment (off-the-shelf equipment). To date, nearly 1,000 lb of 
Halon 1301 have been removed from service (see Table 1). 
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Table 1. Facilities Removed From Service. 
Facility Removal Date Amount of Hal on (lb) 

111Z-N 1992 120 
1129-N 1992 240 
1116-N 1993 216 
308 1993 95 
339A 1994 180 
306A 1994 107 

WHC and ICF KH must evaluate 27 fire suppression systems using Halon for 
retrofit, replacement, or abandonment. To increase reliability against 
unintentional release, WHC has reconfigured several systems (see 
Appendix III). Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) has removed one Halon 
system from service. WHC manages the Halon bank at the Hanford Site. 
Portable Halon Fire Extinguishers. At the Hanford Site, portable fire 
extinguishers containing Halon 1211 are being replaced with carbon dioxide or, 
preferably, dry chemical extinguishers for most applications. All Halon 
extinguishers that have been discharged, as well as those scheduled for 
periodic maintenance, are being removed from service and disposed of properly. 
Hanford Site contractors no longer purchase new Halon portable fire 
extinguishers. 

3.10 MOTOR-VEHICLE AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE 
At the Hanford Site, U.S. Government-owned motor vehicles are provided by 

RL and the General Services Administration (GSA). ICF KH, under its contract 
with WHC, maintains the vehicles. This section describes the current 
practices that ICF KH follows to recover and recycle MVAC refrigerant. This 
section also describes MVAC refrigerant recovery and recycling activities 
performed on light-duty trucks, automobiles, heavy mobile construction 
equipment, and buses used at the Hanford Site. 

3.10.1 Requirement 
The 1990 CAA Amendments require the EPA to promulgate regulations that 

establish standards and requirements for servicing, repairing, and maintaining 
MVAC. These regulations appear in 40 CFR 82, Subpart B, effective August 13, 
1992. They prohibit any person from repairing or servicing MVAC unless that 
person is properly trained and certified and uses EPA-approved refrigerant 
recycling equipment. The Subpart B regulations apply to mechanical vapor 
compression refrigeration equipment used to cool the driver's or passengers' 
compartment of any motor vehicle. By definition (40 CFR 82.32(d)), 
hermetically sealed refrigeration systems used in motor vehicles for 
refrigerated cargo and air conditioning systems on passenger buses using 
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HCFC-22 are not regulated under Subpart B. Those systems are regulated under 
40 CFR 82, Subpart F, "Recycling and Emissions Reduction." 

An additional effect of the regulations is to require that signed 
certification forms or EPA-approved refrigerant recycling equipment be 
submitted by RL to EPA Region 10. The regulations also require that 
refrigerant purchases of more than 20 lb be made only by certified 
technicians. The certification forms are to be completed by the operations 
and maintenance personnel using the equipment. 
Washington State Dangerous Waste Regulations. As of July 1, 1992, the 
Washington State Clean Air Act and Federal CAA restricted releases of CFCs 
during servicing, recycling, or disposal of refrigeration and air conditioning 
equipment. These materials also are regulated by Federal and State hazardous 
waste management regulations. Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act of 1976 (RCRA), CFCs recovered for disposal, reclamation, or recycling 
were regulated as toxicity characteristic hazardous waste. However, because 
gaseous emissions were not included in the Federal definition of a hazardous 
waste, CFCs that were vented to the atmosphere were not regulated. To 
encourage hazardous waste generators to cease venting CFCs, the EPA 
established an interim rule in February 1991 to exempt reclaimed or recycled 
CFCs from designation as a toxicity characteristic waste. This rule allowed 
generators to recover the materials without being subject to RCRA manifest and 
transportation requirements. Therefore, if a CFC is not recycled or reused, 
it will be subject to the Dangerous Waste Regulations under RCRA. 

In contrast to the Federal hazardous waste regulations, the Washington 
State Department of Ecology (Ecology) originally regulated recovered CFC as a 
persistent dangerous waste. Intentional venting to the air was therefore 
prohibited. Ecology changed the requirements for managing recycled and 
reclaimed CFCs used as heat transfer material in a refrigeration system in 
totally enclosed heat transfer equipment under WAC 173-303-506. The intent of 
the regulations was to encourage generators to recover and reclaim the 
materials, rather than to release them to the atmosphere. The regulations now 
require generators to retain records of the dates of offsite shipments, the 
quantity by weight reclaimed/recycled per shipment or batch, the percentage of 
the total amount of CFC or HCFC wastes reclaimed/recycled per shipment or 
batch, the manner of disposal for the remaining CFC or HCFC, and the dates of 
reclamation and recycling. Generators are also required to obtain a signed 
document from the reclamation facility certifying reclamation. However, they 
are not subject to the manifest and transportation provisions of the 
regulations when they are recycling or reclaiming CFC or HCFC used in 
accordance with the regulations. 

3.10.2 Implementation Process 
Hanford Site MVAC System Practices. The Subpart B regulations apply to the 
MVAC system service and maintenance activities performed on vehicles meeting 
the definitions of a motor vehicle. Certified technicians perform recovery 
and recycling of HCFC-22 from passenger buses using certified equipment 
dedicated to bus maintenance. Systems in light-duty trucks and automobiles in 
use on site contain CFC-12 and some passenger buses do not use HCFC-22. When 
vehicles require MVAC maintenance, certified technicians recover and recycle 
the refrigerant, repair the systems as needed, then add refrigerant when 
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required to ensure that the systems are full. The GSA motor vehicles procured 
in fiscal year 1994 for delivery to the Hanford Site in fiscal year 1995 will 
be ordered with air conditioning systems that do not use Class I ODSs. 
Technician Certification. The Subpart B regulations prohibit any person from 
performing any service on a MVAC involving the refrigerant unless the person 
uses proper equipment and has been trained and certified by an EPA-approved 
certification program. The training is made up of on-the-job training, 
training through self-study, or onsite training involving instructors, videos, 
or a hands-on demonstration. When a person passes the certification test with 
a score of 84 or better, the training organization provides proof of 
certification (card or certificate) with a unique technician certification 
number. Recertification is not required at this time. The EPA reserves the 
right to specify the need for periodic technician recertification. 

Mechanics servicing MVAC units for RL and GSA vehicles at the Hanford 
Site were trained and certified through the Mobile Air Conditioning Society 
program as long ago as late 1991. As part of the hiring practices within the 
Maintenance function servicing motor vehicles, ICF KH is requiring all future 
employees to have a MVAC technician certification. 

Under a systems contract, the vendor that supplies all automotive parts 
provides refrigerants in 30- to 120-lb quantities. Empty refrigerant 
containers are returned to the vendor for testing and refilling, eliminating a 
waste stream. 
Equipment Certification. Refrigerant recycling equipment must be certified by 
the EPA or an approved independent standards testing organization. The EPA 
administrator may determine that equipment purchased before September 4, 1991, 
that is not certified may be determined to be substantially identical to 
certified equipment. The equipment manufacturer must submit an application 
and support documents to the EPA to request a written determination. 

At the Hanford Site, ICF KH uses recovery/recycling equipment that has 
been certified by the Underwriters' Laboratory or determined by the EPA to be 
substantially identical to certified equipment. Six units are currently in 
use: three reclamation\recycling units and three small reclamation units 
suitable for automobile air conditioners. The systems are dedicated to 
recovery/recycling of CFC-12, HCFC-22, or HFC-134a. In 1993, RL provided 
signed MVAC recovery/recycling equipment certification forms to the EPA 
Region 10. Such equipment used on site is listed in Appendix IV. 
Recordkeeping for MVAC Refrigerants. Specific recordkeeping is required for 
persons subject to the Subpart B regulations. RL is considered the owner of 
all equipment and facilities and the contractors are considered operators. As 
the owner of approved refrigerant recycling equipment that must be certified, 
RL is required to maintain records of the name and address of any facility to 
which refrigerant is sent. At the Hanford Site, refrigerant is not currently 
sent to outside vendors for reclamation. RL also is required to retain 
records demonstrating that all persons operating the equipment are currently 
certified. Ecology requires tracking of CFCs and HCFCs. It also requires 
certain recordkeeping practices (WAC 173-303-506). Personnel performing MVAC 
refrigerant service, maintenance, or repair must complete log sheets. At the 
time of service, the certified technician records the date of refrigerant 
recycling, the vehicle number, the type of refrigerant, the amount of 
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refrigerant recycled, the amount of new refrigerant added, and the employee's 
name on a "Motor-Vehicle Refrigerant Service Log" (see Figure 1). These 
records are retained as part of the facility operating record. 

Ecology has agreed that the MVAC log system used at the Site's central 
garage satisfies the recordkeeping requirements listed in the emergency rule 
promulgated at WAC 173-303-506. This method allows logs to be maintained and 
updated monthly. 
Future Activities. ICF KH Maintenance will evaluate the CFC-12 now in large 
chiller systems for use in MVAC. Use of the refrigerant will reduce the 
demand for virgin product, which will become scarce in 1995. In addition, 
reusing refrigerant in vehicles operating on site will minimize contributions 
to an excess-refrigerant waste stream. 

4.0 INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTOR PROGRAMS 

4.1 WHC PROGRAM 
WHC is the Engineering and Operations (E&O) contractor for RL and is 

responsible for maintaining equipment and facilities on a large portion of the 
Hanford Site. Morrison Refrigeration and ICF KH subcontractors are 
responsible for maintaining refrigerant systems at WHC facilities. RL manages 
the contract held with Morrison Refrigeration, using the services of a 
contract manager provided through ICF KH. 

WHC recently established a task team to address management of refrigerant 
systems. The task team is composed of facility maintenance, Quality 
Assurance, and ICF KH refrigeration maintenance personnel and is responsible 
for addressing all logistical and technical issues associated with the repair, 
replacement, or abandonment of refrigerant systems under the control of WHC. 

WHC and ICF KH management recently determined that the service, 
maintenance, and repair of most refrigerant systems and equipment (not 
including small appliances) containing ODSs will become an ICF KH 
responsibility. A memorandum of agreement (MOA) between ICF KH and the WHC 
facilities management will be established that describes the service to be 
performed, service priorities, access and work control requirements, and 
reporting responsibilities. This MOA will be established in fiscal year 1995. 
Implementation Process 
Operations, Maintenance, and Control of Refrigerant Systems Containing ODSs. 
WHC currently uses EPA-approved recovery and recycling devices operated by 
EPA-certified craft personnel to service, repair, and maintain large 
refrigerant systems. However, once the MOA with ICF KH takes effect in 1994, 
ICF KH will take possession of refrigerants and recovery and recycling 
equipment at each WHC/ICF KH facility. 
Training and Certification. WHC has established a module to address personnel 
exposure to refrigerants within the general employee awareness training 
program. The WHC Environmental Training Programs organization has already 
introduced Title VI requirements into the Phase I Manager/Environmental 
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Compliance Officer Training, and is planning to introduce the most recent 
changes and additional CAA 1990 Amendment requirements into the refresher 
Manager/Environmental Compliance Officer Training during its renewal and 
update in April 1995. 
Container, Product, and Equipment Labeling and Harking. WHC has established 
control of ODS purchases by establishing a review process within the 
procurement organization. An individual within the Pollution Prevention 
organization independently reviews every purchase requisition to ensure that, 
wherever possible, suitable alternatives are procured in place of commercial 
products and solvents containing ODSs. 

WHC operates the excess yard at the Hanford Site and will label all 
refrigerant systems that contain ODSs before they are declared excess/surplus 
and before they are reintroduced into interstate commerce. 

4.2 ICF KH SUPPORT TO WHC 
Implementation Process 
Operations, Maintenance, and Control of Refrigerant Systems Containing ODSs. 
ICF KH uses trained, certified technicians to repair, service, and maintain 
refrigeration systems. When the MOA is established with each facility, ICF KH 
will assume control of the recovery and recycling equipment and associated 
refrigerant inventory. 

As a subcontractor to WHC, ICF KH has established a database of 
refrigerant units present in facilities within its responsibility. ICF KH 
will compile data on these units for reporting to Ecology under the provisions 
of the Clean Air Act Title V Air Operating Permit. The database will also 
track stocks of refrigerants to allow maximum reuse and to eliminate costly 
purchases of refrigerants. ICF KH is working to establish an inventory 
control system to ensure that refrigerants are available as needed and that 
unnecessary purchases of virgin material are avoided. 

Under the current contract with WHC, ICF KH will continue to maintain the 
Hanford Site fleet-vehicle air conditioning systems for RL vehicles. ICF KH 
will service GSA vehicles unless the GSA determines that service will be. 
performed by others. 

The ICF KH Energy Management organization will review all capital 
projects with a total value of more than $5 million that are intended to 
replace or retrofit existing HVAC equipment with new equipment for IHEM 
funding. Projects that Energy Management identifies as having a savings-to-
investment ratio greater than unity and a payback period of less than 10 years 
will be implemented. 

4.3 PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY PROGRAM 
PNL manages research and development facilities for RL. The facilities 

include refrigerant systems, equipment, and chemicals that contain ODSs. This 
section describes activities conducted within PNL to support management and 
phase-out of ODSs. 
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Implementation Process 
Operations, Maintenance, and Control of Refrigerant Systems Containing ODSs. 
PNL maintains a crew of EPA-certified technicians who use EPA-certified 
equipment to recover and reclaim refrigerants from HVAC systems and 
refrigeration systems. Of approximately 250 pieces of equipment containing 
ODSs, only 12 have more than 50 lb of capacity, making them subject to 
40 CFR 82 Subpart F reporting requirements. In accordance with the regulatory 
requirements, PNL will track only those pieces of equipment with more than 
50 lb of capacity. WHC/ICF KH is tracking appliances with a capacity of 2 lb 
or more for best management practice and accountability. PNL 
trained/certified technicians repair small appliances containing ODSs when 
they experience mechanical failure to avoid the cost of replacement. 

The PNL maintenance organization keeps ready stocks of refrigerants in a 
central location for use by technicians servicing equipment systems. To track 
service histories for approximately 250 pieces of equipment, the PNL 
maintenance organization has entered information about each system into a 
database. When the Hanford Site refrigerant equipment database is 
established, PNL will provide leak rates and quantities to the WHC database 
administrator for inclusion in the Air Operating Permit periodic reports, as 
required. 
Energy Conservation Measures. PNL evaluates all refrigerant system 
replacements to determine if the projects meet the DOE requirements for energy 
conservation. 
Training and Certification. Technicians servicing refrigeration equipment 
within PNL-managed facilities are trained and are currently certified by the 
Refrigeration Service Engineering Society (RSES). PNL has transmitted a 
certification to EPA Region 10 that equipment used to recover and recycle 
refrigerants meets Subpart F requirements. 

Container, Product, and Equipment Labeling and Marking. PNL will comply with 
the container labeling requirements set forth in 40 CFR 82 Subpart E when 
containers are introduced into interstate commerce. Equipment used for 
recovering and/or recycling of ODSs will have labeled containers. 
Procurement of Alternatives for ODSs. PNL personnel use three methods to 
acquire materials and equipment for use in DOE facilities: 

• The centralized procurement system managed by WHC 
• The PNL purchasing organization 
• Petty cash disbursements. 

PNL will comply with Executive Order 12843 and avoid purchasing products 
containing ODSs. 

Chemicals containing ODSs that are used in the laboratories and are 
purchased through the first two methods are tracked using a Chemical Inventory 
System. PNL Laboratory Safety will issue a directive to researchers to avoid 
purchasing small quantities of materials containing ODSs and to seek 
replacements. 
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4.4 BECHTEL HANFORD, INC. PROGRAM 
Bechtel Hanford, Inc. (BHI) is the Environmental Restoration contractor 

(ERC) for the Hanford Site. The ER contract calls for turnover of RCRA 
inactive treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD) facilities and surplus 
facilities to be decontaminated and decommissioned (D&D) during the next 
5 years. Additional TSD unit closures may be added to the program as 
facilities are transitioned by the E&O contractor. 
Operations, Maintenance, and Control of Refrigerant Systems Containing ODSs. 
As facilities are transitioned to D&D work under the ERC, BHI will assess and 
inventory ODS-containing products, refrigeration systems, and recycle/recovery 
equipment. As facilities are deactivated and transitioned to D&D, ODS-
containing systems will be removed from the facility by the E&O contractor 
before the facility is transferred to BHI. BHI will periodically submit 
information for reporting purposes to the custodian of the sitewide central 
inventory database. 
Training and Certification. The BHI technician servicing, maintaining, and 
repairing refrigerant systems is properly trained and certified by the 
Educational Foundation of the RSES pursuant to Revised Code of Washington 
(RCW) 70.94. This program is awaiting EPA approval on or before October 1994. 
Refrigerants containing ODSs will be recycled and reused in accordance with 
the sitewide implementation plan. Technician training records will be 
maintained in accordance with Section 3.4 of this plan. 

BHI employees will receive awareness training through the HGET program 
(see Section 3.4). 
Container, Product, and Equipment Labeling and Marking. Labeling will be in 
accordance with the requirements set forth in Section 3.5 of this plan. 

BHI Procurement will notify end users of ODS alternative product 
selection, identify products that are to be discontinued as stock items, 
identify products that have limited distribution, and ensure that new 
purchases contain only acceptable alternatives identified in the current SNAP 
list (see Section 3.6). 

4.5 HANFORD ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH FOUNDATION PROGRAM 
The Hanford Environmental Health Foundation (HEHF) provides medical 

services for employees on the Hanford Site. As part of that responsibility, 
HEHF conducts personnel monitoring for WHC and ICF KH. HEHF operations are 
housed in facilities managed by WHC or acquired by WHC for HEHF. Service, 
repair, or maintenance of refrigeration equipment is conducted by WHC or its 
subcontractors. 

HEHF uses small quantities of ODSs when required to comply with 
laboratory protocols. These ODSs are used as laboratory solvents or as part 
of established laboratory procedures. HEHF has reduced the amounts of ODSs 
required to perform analyses threefold from 1990 to 1993. Efforts will 
continue to minimize use of ODSs and to avoid any unnecessary purchases of 
them. 
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5.0 COMPLIANCE VERIFICATION 

Each contractor is required to perform an independent verification, i.e., 
quality assurance, for compliance with this plan. An audit, surveillance, and 
assessment program needs to be established to verify compliance. Each program 
will be established in accordance with DOE Order 5700.6C (DOE 1991). 

6.0 GLOSSARY 

The following definitions and terms are derived from 40 CFR 82 as it applies 
to the Hanford Site. 
Appliance. Any device that contains and uses a Class I or Class II ODSs (see 
Table 1) as a refrigerant and is used for household or commercial purposes, 
including air conditioners, refrigerators, chillers, water fountains, ice 
makers, or freezers. 
Approved. Approval received from the EPA pursuant to 40 CFR 82. 
Class I Substance. Any controlled substance listed in Appendix A of Subpart 
A, 40 CFR 82 (see Table 2). Class I substances are classified as having the 
most harmful effect on the ozone layer. 
Class II Substance. Any controlled substance listed in Appendix B of Subpart 
A, 40 CFR 82 (see Table 2). Class II substances are classified as having a 
less harmful effect on the ozone layer than Class I substances. 
Consumption. The production plus imports minus exports of a controlled 
substance (other than transshipments, or recycled or used controlled 
substances). 
Controlled Product. A product that contains a controlled substance listed as 
Class I, Group I or II and that belongs to one or more of the following six 
categories of products: 

• Automobile and truck air conditioning units (whether incorporated in 
vehicles or not) 

. • Domestic and commercial refrigeration and air conditioning/heat pump 
equipment (whether containing controlled substances as a refrigerant 
and/or insulating material of the product) 

• Aerosol products 
• Portable fire extinguishers 
• Insulation boards, panels, and pipe covers 
• Prepolymers. 

Controlled products include, but are not limited to, those products listed in 
Appendix D of 40 CFR 82. 
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Controlled Substance. Any substance containing either a Class I or a Class II 
substance, listed in Table 2, whether existing alone or in a mixture. This 
excludes any such substance or mixture that is in a manufactured product other 
than a container used for the transportation or storage of the substance or 
mixture. 
Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC). Any substance listed as Class I, Group I or 
Class I, Group III in Appendix A of 40 CFR 82, Subpart A (see Table 2). 
Consumer. The ultimate purchaser, recipient, or user of a product. 
Container. The immediate vessel in which a controlled substance is stored or 
transported. 
Certified. Any equipment and/or personnel certified by an EPA-approved 
testing organization to meet the standards set forth in 40 CFR 82. 
Disposal. Any process leading to depositing, dumping, or placing any 
discarded appliance for discharge, deposit, or dumping into or on any land or 
water; disassembly of any appliance and reuse of its discarded component into 
or on any land or water. 
Hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC). Any substance listed as Class II in 
Appendix B of 40 CFR 82, Subpart A (see Table 2). 
Major Maintenance, Service or Repair. Any maintenance, service, or repair 
involving the removal of any or all of the following appliance components: 
compressor, condenser, evaporator, or auxiliary heat exchanger coil. 
Motor-Vehicle Air Conditioner (MVAC). Mechanical vapor compression 
refrigeration equipment used to cool the driver's or passengers' compartment 
of any motor vehicle. This definition is not intended to encompass the 
hermetically sealed refrigeration systems used on motor vehicles for 
refrigerated cargo and the air conditioning systems of passenger buses using 
HCFC-22 refrigerant. 
Opening an Appliance. Any service, maintenance, or repair on an appliance 
that could be reasonably expected to release refrigerant from the appliance to 
the atmosphere unless the refrigerant was previously recovered from the 
appliance. 
Ozone-Depleting Substance (ODSs). Any Class I or II substance or any 
azeotropic mixture containing a Class I or II substance(s) is considered to be 
an ODS. 
Ozone Depletion Potential. The factor established by Section 602 of the CAA 
and 1990 Amendments, which defines the relative ozone depletion potential of 
substances using CFC-11 (refrigerant-11 or R-ll) as a reference. 
Person. Any individual or legal entity, including an individual, corporation, 
partnership, association, state, municipality, political subdivision of a 
state, Indian Tribe, and any agency, department, or instrumentality of the 
United States and any officer, agent, or employee thereof. 
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Release. Emit into the environment during the manufacture, use, storage, or 
disposal of a product. 
Reclaim Refrigerant. Reprocess refrigerant to at least the purity specified 
in the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) Standard 700-1988, 
"Specifications for Fluorocarbon Refrigerant" (ARI 1988), and to verify this 
purity using the analytical methodology prescribed in the ARI standard. In 
general, reclamation involves the use of processes or procedures available 
only at a reprocessing or manufacturing facility. 
Recover Refrigerant. Remove refrigerant in any condition (i.e. damaged or 
impure) from a system for storage, recycling, reclamation, or transportation. 
Recycle Refrigerant. Extract and clean recovered refrigerant for reuse 
without verifying compliance with all of the requirements for reclamation. In 
general, recycled refrigerant is refrigerant that has been cleaned using oil 
separator(s) and single or multiple passes through devices and refrigerant 
(MVAC) and replaceable core filter-drier(s), which reduce moisture, acidity, 
and particulate matter. 
Substitute or Alternative. Any chemical, product substitute, or alternative 
manufacturing process, whether existing or new, intended for use as a 
replacement for a Class I or II compound. 
Type Size. The actual height of the printed image of each capital letter as 
it appears on a label. 
Technician. Any person who performs maintenance, service, or repair that 
could reasonably be expected to release Class I or II substances from 
appliances into the atmosphere, including but not limited to installers, 
contractor employees, in-house servicing personnel, and, in some cases, 
owners. Technician also means any person disposing of appliances except for 
small appliances. 
Used or Recycled Controlled Substance. Controlled substances that have been 
recovered from their intended-use systems. 
Warning Label. The warning statement required by Section 611 of the CAA and 
1990 Amendments. The term warning statement shall be synonymous with warning 
label for clean-air purposes. 
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Table 2. Class I and II ODSs. 
Class 1 

Group 1 Group II Group III Group IV Group V Group VI Group VII 

CFC-11 Halon-1211 CFC-13 Carbon Methyl Methyl bromide Hydrobromo-
CFC-12 Halon-1301 CFC-111 tetrachloride . chloroform fluorocarbons 
CFC-113 Halon-2402 CFC-112 11. 1.1 
CFC-114 CFC-211 trichloroethane) 
CFC-116 CFC-212 

CFC-213 
In industry. CFC-214 
thete are: CFC-215 
R-11 CFC-216 
R-12 CFC-217 
R-113 
R-114 
R-115 

Class II 

HCFC-21 HCFC-22 HCFC-31 HCFC-121 HCFC-122 HCFC-123 
HCFC-124 HCFC-131 HCFC-132 HCFC-133 HCFC 141 HCFC-141B 
HCFC 142 HCFC-142B HCFC-221 HCFC-222 HCFC-223 HCFC-224 
HCFC-225CA HCFC-225CB HCFC-226 HCFC-231 HCFC-232 HCFC-233 
HCFC-234 HCFC-235 HCFC-241 HCFC-242 HCFC-243 HCFC-244 
HCFC-251 HCFC-252 HCFC-253 HCFC-261 HCFC-262 HCFC-271 
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INVENTORY FORM 

SYSTEM RESPONSE PRIORITY: 

SERVICE ORGANIZATION: 

EQUIPMENT ID NUMBER: 

DATA BASE ID NUMBER: 

MANUFACTURER INFORMATION: 

Identify initial service response time required, 
In addition, identify anv equipment down time 
limits and basis. 
The organization code of the organization 
currently responsible for service, repair, and 
documentation. 
Existing facility assigned unique identifier 
presently assigned to the equipment. 
Site-Wide unique number to be assigned by the 
central work group. 
Include for single items of equipment to the 
best ability of the facility. 

For small appliances (under 5 pounds of refrigerant) 
leave Manufacturer information blank. Instead, enter 
eouipment type code and a total count of units for the 
building on the EQUIPMENT TYPE line. Also, enter 
FREON TYPE and estimated total AMOUNT IN SYSTEM. 

INSTALLATION DATE: 

BTU/CAPACITY RATING: 
EXPECTED SERVICE FREQUENCY: 

COMMENTS: 

This is to be provided to determine operating 
age and remaining service life of single items 
of equipment. 
Provide either BTU or tonnage rating. 
List all expected service and the frequency 
expected. Continue in comments if necessary. 
In comments section address: 
• Recovery containers, quantities and 

locations. 
• Special access needs (ladders, 

scaffolding, zones, clearances, etc). 
• Any other noteworthy items or issues 

that pertain to PM or service of 
equipment. 
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SERVICE/MAINTENANCE FORM 

BLDG MNGR. . SYSTEM RESPONSE PRIORITY 
AREA BUILDING NUMBER SERVICE ORG 
EQUIP. LOCATION ROOM # ROOF ( ) GROUND ( ) OTHER 
EQUIPMENT ID NUMBER DATA BASE ID NUMBER 
MANUFACTURER OF EQUIPMENT -
MANUFACTURER MODEL NUMBER 
MANUFACTURER SERIAL NUMBER 
INSTALLATION DATE / / (MM/DD/YY) 
BTU / CAPACITY RATING L 
FREON TYPE R-ll _ R-12 _ R-22 _ OTHER (LIST TYPE) 
AMOUNT IN SYSTEM LBS. OZ. APPROXIMATED (Y/N) 
EQUIPMENT TYPE 

NUMBER TYPE 
(USE NUMBER AND TYPE FROM TABLE BELOW) 

Air Conditioners Heat Pumps Domestic Equip. Process Equip. 
1. Wall A-C 6. Wall H-P 10. Refrigerator 14. Ice machine 
2. Window A-C 7. Window H-P 11. Wtr Fountain 15. Process Cooler 
3. Package A-C 8. Packaged H-P 12. Freezer 16. Chiller 
4. Split-Sys A-C 9. Split-Sys H-P 13. Bottled Wtr 17. Glycol Sys 
5. Computer Rm. A-C 18. Pnue Air Dryer 

DOES THIS UNIT GET SERVICED ANNUALLY? YES _ NO 
EXPECTED SERVICE FREQUENCY 
DO THE AIR FILTERS GET CHECKED AND CHANGED AS NEEDED? YES _ NO 
GENERAL CONDITION OF SYSTEM 
EXCELLENT _ GOOD _ FAIR _ POOR _ WON'T RUN _ 
WITH UNIT RUNNING PROPERLY, DOES THE UNIT COOL THE REQUIRED SPACE (Y/N)? _ 
COMMENTS 

(Continue comments on back, H needed) 
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AREA BUILDING NUMBER SERVICE ORG 

EQUIPMENT ID NUMBER DATA BASE ID NUMBER 
SERVICE DATE / / INVOICE/WK PKG # 

YY / MM / DD 

CRAFT NAME CUSTOMER 
Print 

TOTAL VOLUME REMOVED 
Print 

Ozs REFRIGERANT TYPE 

TOTAL VOLUME RETURNED 
TOTAL VOLUME ADDED + 

Ozs VACUUM 
Ozs OIL REMOVED 
Ozs TOTAL CHARGE 

NO( ) 
NO( ) 

??? 
Ozs 

TOTAL VOLUME OF SYSTEM 

LEAK REPAIRED YES( ) 
REFRIGERANT STOCKPILED YES( ) 
COMMENTS: 

Ozs VACUUM 
Ozs OIL REMOVED 
Ozs TOTAL CHARGE 

NO( ) 
NO( ) 

Ozs 

-" 
- • 

-
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APPENDIX II 

ACCEPTABLE ODSs 

The following refrigerants are acceptable to the EPA as of March 18, 1994. 
R-22 
R-123 
R-124 
R-134a 
R-152a 
R-200b 
R-227 
R-290 
R-401a 
R-401b 
R-401c 
R-402a 
R-402b 
R-404a 
R-406a (drop-in replacement for CFC-12) 
R-507 
R-600 Butane 
R-717 Ammonia 
R-744 Carbon Dioxide 
R-1270 Propane 

The following product and solvent uses are acceptable to the EPA as of March 
18, 1994. 

aqueous cleaners for metals cleaning 
straight organic solvent cleaning (with terpenes, alcohols, 
trichloroethylene, etc.) 
vanishing oils 
volatile methyl siloxanes 
perfluorocarbons 
HCFC 141b and its blends 
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dibromomethane 
HCFC 123 
HCFC 225 
saturated light hydrocarbons (aerosols) 
dimethyl ether 
HCFC 152a (blends) 
HCFC 125 
HCFC 134a HCFC 227 
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APPENDIX III 
HALON 1301 PHASE-OUT PROGRAM 

A description of each Halon 1301 system still in service as of April 1, 
1994 follows. Proposed action(s) for each Halon system that will be taken by 
the responsible management in phasing out these systems is included with each 
description. 
1) FACILITY: Building 105N, Control Room 

Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 1536* 
Property protection of shutdown nuclear facility. Scheduled 
for near-term decommissioning. 
For the short term, the system will be maintained in 
automatic suppression mode activated by cross-zoned smoke 
detectors. Management is pursuing the applicability of an 
equivalency that would permit the deactivation of the Halon 
system. 
4/31/95 
WHC/RR 

2) FACILITY: Building 105N, Room 6 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 2632*; Reserve- 2632* 
Property protection of shutdown nuclear facility. 
Scheduled for near-term decommissioning. 
For the short term, the system will be maintained in 
automatic suppression mode activated by cross-zoned smoke 
detectors. Management is pursuing the applicability of an 
equivalency that would permit the deactivation of the Halon 
system. 
4/31/95 
WHC/RR 

3) FACILITY: Building 182N, Control Room 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 127*; Reserve- 127* 
Property protection of shutdown highlift pumphouse. 
Scheduled for near-term decommissioning. 
Management has submitted a request for devaluation of this 
building and its contents to RL. If the devalued value 
warrants, the Halon system will be deactivated; if not, the 
phase-out options will be reevaluated. 
12/31/94 
WHC/RR 
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4) FACILITY: Building 184N, Control Room 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 120*: Reserve- 120* 
Property protection of shutdown power house. 
Scheduled for near-term decommissioning. 
Management has submitted a request for devaluation of this 
building and its contents to RL. If the devalued value 
warrants, the Halon system will be deactivated; if not, the 
phase-out options will be reevaluated. 
12/31/94 
WHC/RR 

5) FACILITY: Building 202A (PUREX), East Crane 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 

Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 53* 
Life safety of operator while over PUREX canyon. 
Plant scheduled for near-term deactivation. 
Crane needed for plant deactivation. 
This system has been reconfigured for manual release. No 
other actions are anticipated through the operational life 
of PUREX. 
Completed 
WHC/OPS 

6) FACILITY: Building 202A (PUREX), West Crane 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 

Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 45* 
Life safety of operator while over PUREX canyon 
Plant scheduled for near-term deactivation. 
Crane needed for plant deactivation. 
This system has been reconfigured for manual release. No 
other actions are anticipated through the operational life 
of PUREX. 
Completed 
WHC/OPS 
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FACILITY: Building 202A (PUREX), N-Cell 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main-430 ; Reserve- 430* 
Property protection of contaminated compartment. 
N-Cell scheduled for deactivation by 6/96. 
For the short term, this system will be maintained in an 
automatic suppression mode activated by single zone heat 
detectors. On completion of the N-Cell cleanup, the related 
Halon system will be deactivated and removed. 
6/30/96 
WHC/OPS 

FACILITY: Building 222S, Counting Room B-1A 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 

Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 304* 
Room property protection in a building fully equipped with 
sprinklers. 
Facility is essential asset for duration of site cleanup. 
For the short term, this system will be maintained in an 
automatic suppression mode activated by cross-zoned smoke 
detectors. The system will be evaluated to determine the 
most appropriate alternative suppression system. The Hal on 
system will then be deactivated and replaced. 
12/31/94 
9/30/96 

WHC/OPS 
(Evaluation complete) 
(System replacement) 

FACILITY: Building 222S, Counting Room B-1B 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 

Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 88* 
Room property protection in a building fully equipped with 
sprinklers. 
Facility is an essential asset for duration of site cleanup. 
For the short term, this system will be maintained in an 
automatic suppression mode activated by cross-zoned smoke 
detectors. The system will be evaluated to determine the 
most appropriate alternative suppression system. The Halon 
system will then be deactivated and replaced. 
12/31/94 
9/30/96 

WHC/OPS 
(Evaluation complete) 
(System replacement) 
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FACILITY: Building 222S, Counting Room B-1F&1G 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 

Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 319 ; Reserve- 319* 
Room property protection in a building fully equipped with 
sprinklers. 
Facility is an essential asset for duration of site cleanup. 
For the short term, this system will be maintained in an 
automatic suppression mode activated by cross-zoned smoke 
detectors. The system will be evaluated to determine the 
most appropriate alternative suppression system. The Halon 
system will then be deactivated and replaced. 
12/31/94 
9/30/96 

WHC/OPS 
(Evaluation complete) 
(System replacement) 

FACILITY: Building 234-5Z (PFP), Remote Mechanical C-Line 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 

Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 338*; Reserve- 338* 
Property protection of a facility fully equipped with 
sprinklers. 
Facility planned for near-term deactivation. 
For the short term, this glovebox suppression system will be 
maintained in an automatic suppression mode activated by a 
single-zone heat detection system. On final cleanup and 
deactivation of the gloveboxes, the system will be evaluated 
for deactivation and removal. 
To be determined 
WHC/OPS 

FACILITY: Building 243-G4 (GROUT), Control Room 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 

Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 196* 
Property protection of Grout Facility, which is in standby 
mode. 
Remote location with insufficient fire protection water. 
The system will be maintained in an automatic suppression 
mode activated by cross-zoned smoke detectors until either 
the facility is deactivated or an order is given to 
deactivate the Halon. Should the Grout Facility be assigned 
a mission that requires use of this structure, the Halon 
system will be replaced by an acceptable alternative. 
To be determined 
WHC/TWR 
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FACILITY: Building 243-66 (GROUT), Switchgear Room 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 

Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 88* 
Property protection of Grout Facility which is in standby 
mode. 
Remote location with insufficient fire protection water. 
The system will be maintained in an automatic suppression 
mode activated by cross-zoned smoke detectors until either 
the facility is deactivated or an order is given to 
deactivate the Halon. Should the Grout Facility be assigned 
a mission that requires use of this structure, the Halon 
system will be replaced by an acceptable alternative. 
To be determined 
WHC/TWR 

FACILITY: Building 251W, Electrical Substation & Dispatch Center 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 877 # 

Property protection of high-value structure. 
Facility essential for long-term power distribution. 
This system consists of six individual Halon subsystems that 
are configured to discharge simultaneously within the 
substation. Because this is a continuously staffed 
facility, the system has been reconfigured for manual 
release. After an evaluation has been conducted to 
determine an appropriate alternative means of suppression, 
the system will be deactivated and replaced. 
6/31/95 (Evaluation Complete) 
9/30/96 (System Replaced) 
ICF KH/UTL 

FACILITY: Building 292AB (PUREX), Vent Stack Instrumentation Building 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 

Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 544 ; Reserve- 544 
Property Protection of remote structure. 
Purex scheduled for near-term deactivation. 
Facility is essential for PUREX deactivation. 
For the near term, this system will be maintained in an 
automatic suppression mode activated by cross-zoned smoke 
detectors. Final system disposition/phase-out will be 
dictated by the final deactivated PUREX end-stage. There 
will be no committed effort at this time to evaluate the 
final resolution. 
To be determined 
WHC/OPS 
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FACILITY: Building 2701ZA (PFP), Patrol CAS 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 319*; Reserve- 319* 
Property protection of Computer Facility. 
Facility required through deactivation of PFP. 
For the short term, because this facility is continuously 
staffed, it is being reconfigured for manual release. After 
an evaluation has been conducted to determine an appropriate 
alternative means of suppression, the Hal on system will be 
deactivated and replaced. 
4/30/95 (Evaluation Complete) 
4/30/96 (System Replaced) 
WHC/OPS 

FACILITY: Building 2704Z, Plutonium Record Vault 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 33* 
Program Impact and QA Files. 
For the short term, the system will be maintained in an 
automatic suppression mode activated by cross-zoned smoke 
detectors. After an evaluation is conducted to determine an 
appropriate alternative means of suppression, the Hal on 
system will be deactivated and replaced. 
4/30/95 (Evaluation Complete) 
4/30/96 (System Replaced) 
WHC/OPS 

FACILITY: Building 403, FSF Control Room 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 160* 
Property protection of computer facility. 
The system will be maintained in an automatic suppression 
mode activated by cross-zoned smoke detectors until either 
the facility is deactivated or an order is given to 
deactivate the Hal on. 
3/99 (Facility Deactivation) 
WHC/OPS 
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19) FACILITY: Building 4703, Room 110 Computer Facility 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 278 ; Reserve- 278 
Property protection of computer facility. 
The system will be maintained in an automatic suppression 
mode activated by cross-zoned smoke detectors until either 
the facility is deactivated or an order is given to 
deactivate the Halon. 
3/99 (Facility Deactivation) 
WHC/OPS 

20) FACILITY: Building 4703* Room 135 Computer Facility 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 143*; Reserve- 143* 
Property protection of computer facility. 
The system will be maintained in an automatic suppression 
mode activated by cross-zoned smoke detectors until either 
the facility is deactivated or an order is given to 
deactivate the Halon. 
3/99 (Facility Deactivation) 
WHC/OPS 

21) FACILITY: Building 4721, Turbine-Generator Enclosure 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 162*; Reserve- 162* 
Property protection for programmatic impact. 
The system will be maintained in an automatic suppression 
mode activated by cross-zoned smoke detectors until either 
the facility is deactivated or an order is given to 
deactivate the Halon. 
3/99 (Facility Deactivation) 
WHC/OPS 

22) FACILITY: Building 491E, Computer Room 
Halon 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main- 220 ; Reserve- 220* 
Property protection of computer facility. 
The system will be maintained in an automatic suppression 
mode activated by cross-zoned smoke detectors until either 
the facility is deactivated or an order is given to 
deactivate the Halon. 
3/99 (Facility Deactivation) 
WHC/OPS 
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23) FACILITY: Building 747, HEPA Filter Test Lab 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 
Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main -15* 
Property protection. 
Long-term mission testing of Site HEPA filters. 
This system is being evaluated for identification of, and 
replacement by, an acceptable alternative. 
4/1/95 
ICF KH/MTN 

24) FACILITY: Federal Building, East ADP Room 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main -1422* 
Property protection of computer facility. 
Facility has long-term mission. 
For the short term, because this facility is continuously 
staffed, it is being reconfigured for manual release. After 
an evaluation has been conducted to determine an appropriate 
alternative means of suppression, the system will be 
deactivated and replaced. 
9/30/94 (Evaluation planned for completion) 
9/30/96 (System replacement) 
ICF KH/LL 

25) FACILITY: Federal Building, West ADP Room 
Hal on 
Content: 
Basis: 
Phase-out: 

Target 
Date: 
Actionee: 

Main -1167* 
Property protection of computer facility. 
Facility has long-term mission. 
For the short term, because this facility is continuously 
staffed, it is being reconfigured for manual release. After 
an evaluation has been conducted to determine an appropriate 
alternative means of suppression, the system will be 
deactivated and replaced. 
9/30/94 (Evaluation planned for completion) 
9/30/96 (System replacement) 
ICF KH/LL 
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FACILITY: Federal Building, East ADP Room Vault 
Halon 
Content: Main -141 
Basis: Property protection of computer facility. 

Facility has long-term mission. 
Phase-out: For the short term, because this facility is 

continuouslystaffed, it is being reconfigured for manual 
release. After an evaluation has been conducted to 
determine an appropriate alternative means of suppression, 
the system will be deactivated and replaced. 

Target 
Date: 9/30/94 (Evaluation planned for completion) 

9/30/96 (System replacement) 
Actionee: ICF KH/LL 

FACILITY: Federal Building, Room G-51 Communications Center 
Halon 
Content: Main -282* 
Basis: Property protection of computer facility. 

Facility has long-term mission. 
Phase-out: For the short term, the system will be maintained in an 

automatic suppression mode activated by cross-zoned smoke 
detectors. After an evaluation is conducted to determine 
appropriate alternative means of suppression, the system 
will be deactivated and replaced. 

Target 
Date: 3/31/95 (Evaluation planned for completion) 

9/30/96 (System replacement) 
Actionee: ICF KH/LL 
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Table IV-1. Certified Recycling and Reclamation Equipment. (2 sheets) 
Present Responsible 

Contractor Equipment Manufacturer Model Number Year Serial Number 
Self-

contained 
Former Responsible 

Contractor 
ICF-KH James Kamn Technology CFC 1000/K-3330 1992 00195 Yes KEH 
ICF KH American Thermafto Corp. 1986 1993 OZB 22754 Yes New 
ICF KH American Thermaflo Corp. 2070 1993 9307400 Yes New 
WHC Robinair 17500B 1993 08105 Yes UHC 
ICF KH Van Steenburgh LV30-2 1990 0290-396 Yes WHC 
ICF KH Total Claim 12RA001100 1992 1792J Yes WHC 
ICF KH Robinair 17600 1992 01506 Yes WHC 
ICF KH Robinair 17150A 1992 01353 Yes New 
ICF KH Van Steenburgh LV30-2 1989 989-267 Yes WHC 
ICF KH Robinair 17500B 1993 08091 Yes WHC 
ICF KH Robinair 17625A 1993 00198 Yes New 
ICF KH Robinair 17600 1991 00544 Yes WHC 
ICF KH Carrier 190A020-104 1992 2792J04784 or 

2792J04786 
Yes WHC 

WHC James Kamm Technology K3337 Unknown 3716703 Yes New 
WHC Van Steenburgh LV30-4 Unknown 0191-867SN Yes WHC 
WHC Refrigerant Recovery RRV30 Unknown 0892021659 Yes WHC 
WHC Van Steenburgh LV30-2 Unknown 0691-1095 Yes WHC 
WHC 1 Robinair 17600 1992 02017 Yes WHC 
WHC 1 Robinair 17150A 1992 01248 Yes WHC 
WHC Robinair 17500 1990 00637 Yes WHC 
WHC USA Thermal 7500 Date Code 

9K 
P0280 Yes New 

WHC Robinair 17600B 1993 00611 Yes New 
WHC Robinair 17600B 1993 00271 Yes New 
WHC Robinair 17150A 1992 05010 Yes New 



able IV-1. Certified Recycling and Reclamation Equipment. (2 sheets) 
Present Responsible 

Contractor Equipment Manufacturer Model Number Year Serial Number 
Self-

contained 
Former Responsible 

Contractor 
UHC James Kamm K3336 1992 1930388 Yes New 

Equipment Mill be transferred from UHC to Bechtel Hanford Inc. on July 1, 1994. 
ICF KH = ICF Kaiser Hanford 
UHC - Westinghouse Hanford Company 
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MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM 

. U . S . Department of Energy 
» RirhTand Field Qffica 

Nam* ot S«MHb)mMm 

fiOl First Street, 1??fi RiHIding 
StTMt 

Richland. Hft 9935? . 
City. State. Zip Code 

(509)-376-g$^ 
( A I M Coaai Telephone Numoer 

2 Snap On flct-3000 
Name o* Soupmant Manuacairar end Mead Nunder 

9CSg210Q4 1992 

Small Entity Certif ication. 

1 certify that fewer then- too Jobs Involving refri
gerant war* performed at the eataMshment 
named In Part 1 of thla form during 19W. I wffl 
puretiaee approved equipment and certify tftis to 
EPA or January 1.1993. 

Signeue Oca 

turn* ( H i m PmO TUa 

Serial Nunoerp) Yaar 

3 I certify trie* I have acquired approved recover/recycle or 
recover equipment under Section S09 of the Clean Air 
Act I certify mat only properly trained and certified tech
nicians operate the equipment and that the Information 
given above Is true and correct 

Saftaeve of Owner/Ooeoex 

.tiama (Paasa Prma TSe 

Send this form to: 
MVACa Recycling Program Manager 
Stratospheric Ozone 
Protection Branch 
(6202-J) 
U.S. SPA 
401 M Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM INSTRUCTIONS 

Motor vehicle recover/recycle or recover equipment must be acquired by January 1,1992 and eertttled to EPA 
on or before January 1,1993 under Section 609 of the Clean Air Act To certify your equipment, please com
plete the above form according to the following Instructions and ma* to EPA at the following address: MVACe 
Recycling Program Manager, Stratospheric Ozone Protection Branch, (6202-J), U.S. EPA, 401 M Street, 
S.W., Washington, O.C. 20460. 

•J Please provide the name, address and telephone number of the establishmentwhere the recoverfraeyde or 
recover equipment is located. 

2 Pflease provide the name brand, model number, year, and serial numberfs}of the recoverirecycl* or recover 
*• equipmem acquired for use at the above estabttsnment 

<3 The certification statement must be signed by the person who has acquired the recoverlrecycie or recover 
** eq^pmentfmepersonmaybetneownerofmeestabllsnmemoranathern 

signs is certifying tnetthey have acquired the equipment, that each IridMdual authorized to use the equipment 
is properly trained and certified, ami that the information provided is true and correct 

A Smell Ermtv Cartfficattqrt Sjwvfe* **rahH*tttn*m*rtnr *******/mu~, man f / v ^ ^ / m ^ ^ ^ j - ^ T p f , ^ . 
^ ing I990arenotrequueaapurctmseequlpnientuntiljanuary 1,1993. Toqualttyforthisoneyearextenstorh the 

omermustfiaovtPani,signtheswamentinPw4aDove.andsandtrit3(o^ 
owner must be able to prove it serviced fewer than 100 loos In 1990. Small entiles must buy approvedequip
ment and certify to SPA by January 1, 1993. 

SUMi-J 
Appendix 3 to Subpart B—Standacdlbr 
Recover Equipment [Reserved] 
(FRDoc32-t5aeiFUedr-t3-9£fc45«flj| 

IV-5 
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MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM 

U.S. Department of Energy 
1 R 1 c h 1 a n d Field Offfee 

Nam* e» Swttfahroant 
1171 Building 
StfMt 
Richland, WA 99352 

. Stm. 2 P Coo* 
09)-372-1604 -

|ArM CoMI Tuephon* Numear 

2Snap_Qu Art-inno. Nam* el Eauipnwm ManufKturar tnd M O M I NunMr 

91526 
Stmmxmttw ~mi-

Smal l Entity Cert i f icat ion. 

I certify that fewar than 100 /oba involving rafrt-
gerant ware ptrfonned at tha MtaWUnmant 
named ki Part 1 of thta form during 1990.1 wff 
purchase approved equipment and certify this to 
EPA by January 1.1983. 

Sgnatur*. Oca 

im 

3 I cartffythat I have act^lred approved recover/recycla or 
raeovar aquipmant undar SactJon 809 of tha Ctaan Air 
Act I certify that onty property trained and eertffled tech
nicians oparata tna aqutpmant and that tha Information 
gtvan abova ta trua and correct. 

Signature otOwnar/Ooarassr 

Nam* ( P < M M Prtnq IS* 

Send this form to: 
MVACs Recycling Program Manager 
Stratospheric Ozone 
Protection Branch 
(8202-J) 
U.S. EPA 
401 M Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM INSTRUCTIONS 

Motor vehicle racovar/racyda brraoovar equipment must be aequirad by January 1,1992 and certified to EPA 
on or bafora January 1,1993 undar Stctlon S09 of ttia Ctaan Air Act To eartfy your aquipmant, piaaaa com-
piata tha abovo form according to tha foflowtng Instructions and mafl to EPA at tha following addrast: MVACs 
Recycling Program Managar, Stratoapharic Ozona Protactton Branch, (6202-J), UJS. EPA, 401 M street, 
S.W.. Washington, D.C. 204S0. 

•i Pfeasa provide oieriame, address and taieptiorm number of me astaaistm^ 
1 recover equipment is located. 

2 Please provide 010 name brand, model number, year, and serial numberfsf of On recoverirecycl* or recover 
* • equipmem acquired tor use at m above establishment 

<3 The cenmcaOon statement must be signed by the person wno rm acquired tim recovertrecycte or recover 
w equipmem (me person rnay be the ammoftoeestaoilstunem or another 

sigjts Is cerotyingsmotey have acquired oteequipnierKOtatea^ 
is property trained and caroled, and mat Oie Information provided Is tme and correct 

A Small Entity Cartlfleattow. Satvknast^lshmMr**miir*»rv**<irm*~man mnfnheinunhAHj.mdHqm^.***: 
^ ing l990arermrequiredtopurehaseequipmentuntllJanuary 1,1993. Taquatttytormisoneyearextenston, tne 

owner mustM out Part i, sign tfie iutemetn in Pan* above, and send mis form to B V t u p w inspection, <na> 
owner must be able to prove it serviced fewer man too jobs In 1990. Small enooesmustbuy approvedequip
ment and certify to EPA by January 1, 1993. 

J1M5J-) 

Appendix 3 to Subpart 3—Standard for 
RaeorwEouipnMntfRaaarTad] 
IFR Doc. 32-tsan FDad 7-U-8J: as4S am) 

IV-6 
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MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM 

U.S. Department of Energy 
1 Richland Field tiffice 

Nam* of SsaMshmam 
1171 Building 
SttMt 

R i r - h l a n r l Ufl Q Q ^ 7 
Cty. Sana. Zip Coat 
(5Q9)-37Mfi04" 
(Araa Coaai T—prwna Numoar 

2g££d 
Namaof 

inprani- P n r n w & r y g y c + o m c , T n r 
*Egupm*mMar*j»ac«w«nd»*o<3alNumDar -SW4J00 

415/P-90 
Satin NumMrp) 

1990 

Small Entity ( 

t certify that fewer than-tOO |oba Involving refri
gerant wara parformad at the eataMsnment 
named hi Part 1 of tWa form during 1WO. I will 
purehaaa approved equipment and eerUfy tfda to 
EPA oy January 1.1993. 

Sgnaura 

Name (PleaM PRHQ TWa 

Yaar 

3 (certify that iharveacqrted approved recover/recycle or 
recover equipment under Section 609 of trie Clean Air 
Act I certify that only property trained and eertffled tech
nicians operate trie equipment and mat the Information 
given above is true and correct 

Sign-aura of Ownar/Oparanr 

Mama (P<aa*a Prtno Tiaa 

Send this form to: 
MVAC* Recycling Program Manager 
Stratospheric Ozone 
Protection Branch 
(6202-J) 
U.S. EPA 
401 M Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM INSTRUCTIONS 

Motor vehicle recover/recycle or recover equipment must be acquired by January 1,1992 and certtfled to EPA 
on or before January 1,1993 under Section 909 of the Clean Air Act. To certify your equipment, please com
plete the above form according, to the following Instructions and man to EP A at tha following address: MVACa 
Recycling Program Manager, Stratospheric Ozone Protection Branch, (6202-J), U.S. EPA, 401 M Street, 
S.W., Washington, D.C. 204M. 

•J Please provide me name, address arid miepnom number of ma estabilsnmemwh 
recover equipment is located. 

2 Please provide menamo brand, model number, year, and serial numberfs}of the recovertrecycto orrecover 
*" equipment acquired lor use at the above establishment 

2 7ns eertWcattorsanOTWnr must be signed by me person who has acquired me recoverfrecycle or recover 
w equipmemtmepersonmaybemeowneroftrmestabilshmemeranomerrespe^ 

signs is cenifymg mat they nave acquired me equipmerK mat aacrtln^^ 
is properly trained and certtfled, and mat me information provided is true and correct 

A Small SntnvCartHteattan. San** *o^!tom~**tti» ******/***, ma* im^h.^^.mMym.m.,**.*. 
^ ing I990arenotreqwredtopurchasaequipmemunttljanuary 1, 1993. Toquailfyformisoneyearextansion, me 

owner mustm out Pan 1, sign thestatemamtn Pan* above, and stndmis form to E^ 
owner must be able to prove it servk^d fewer man 1(X3 jobs In 1990. Smailaroaes must bw approved aqui 
mem and certify to EPA by January 1,1993. 

JU0M-1 

Appendix 3 to Subpart B—Standard for 
Recover Equipment (Reserved! 
(FR Dow. 92-isan nita* 7-13-9& ana am) 

IV-7 
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MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM 

. U.S. Department of Energy 
f RichTanH Field Offin? 

Nama at SstaMshmam 

1171 RtMlr i ing 
SfrMI 

Richland, WA 99352 
Qty. SAM. 2P COM 

(509)-372-1604 ' 
(Araa C O M I Tawpnona Nwnoar 

2 Rpfn'gprant Rprnvpry Svstwm;. Tnr. 
N«n* ol gQUtxmnt Manulacsinr wd Meoal Nunoar 

^IrlOOO 

645 1331. 

Srrtall Entfty CartWeatlon. 

I certify that fewer than 100 |oba Involving refri
gerant wart performed at the eatabRsMnent 
named In Part 1 of thla form during 1990. I wa 
purchase approved equipment and certify trite to 
EPA by January 1.1993. 

Sanaa** Dm 

Nam* (Plaaaa PnnQ Tna 
Sanal Num&arts) 

I certify that I have acquired approved recover/recycle or 
recover equipment under Section 809 of the Clam Air 
Act I certify that onry properly trained and certified tech
nicians operate the equipment and that the Information 
given above la true and correct 

Sgnaueof OwnaMQpamnr 

Nama (P<aaaa PrtntJ Ttta 

Send this form to: 
MVACa Recycling Program Manager 
Stratospheric Ozone 
Protection Branch 
(6202-J) 
U.S. EPA 
401 M Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM INSTRUCTIONS 

Motor vehicle recover/recycle or recover equipment must be acquired by January 1,1992 and certified to EPA 
on or before January 1,1993 under Section 909 of the Clean Air Act To certify your equipment, please com
plete the above form according to the foflowlng Instructions and mal to EPA at the following address: MVACs 
Recycling Program Manager, Stratospheric Ozone Protection Branch, (6202-J), U.S, EPA, 401 M Street, 
S.W.. Washington, D.C*204«0. 

•J Ptease provide me name, address ana telephone number of me estabBshmentwhere me recover/recycle or-
recover equipment is located, 

2 P/eas«prcvfc*if» name brand, model number, year, and serial number^ of me recovertrecycie or recover-
fc equipment acquired for use at the above establishment 

«3 77» certification statement must be signed by the person who has acquired the recover/recycle or recover 
** equipment(mepetscnntybetneownerotmeestabOshmemoranamerrespor& 

slgnslscerBfying.tnatmeytiamacqvirediheeqwpment mat each Individual authorized to use me equipment 
is property trained and certified, and that the Information provided Is true and correct 

A SmaB Entity Cartincartan Senile eiaah^tmanis that/mivifH^tmuMf man imfnhfinu*iui~qr7i*jmrr»*.m. 
^ ingl990arenotrequiredmpurchaseeqtMpmentuntilJanuaryl, 1933. Toquallfytormisoneyearaxtension, the 

owner must m out Parti, sign me statement in Part* above, and send this form to EPA. Upon Inspection, the 
owner must be able to prove it serviced fewer man 100 jobs In 1990. Small ermes must buy approved equip
ment and certify to SPA oy January t, 1933. 

mass-% 
Appendix 3 to Subpart B—Standard for 
Rauivez Equipment (Reeerved] 
{FR Dec. 9Z-13881 Filed 7-13-a» ft*S an) 

IV-8 
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MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM 

U.S. Department of Energy 
1 Richland Field Office 

Nam* of £*t*btt«hm*rTt 
1171 Building 
st™* 
P- i rManH Ufl OQ-^7 

City. Stm. Zip Cod* 

(5Qq)-372-lfi04 
(ATM Cod*t Twpnon* NwnOar 

2 Snap On ACT-3000 
Nam* of EoUpmant Manulacturar *nd Mod*! Numb* 

1992 
S*n*J Numb*r(a) 

3 I certify that 1 hive acquired approved recover/recycle or 
recover equipment under Section 609 of tne Clean Air 
Act I certify that onty property trained and certified tech
nicians operate tne equipment and that the Information 
given above Is true and correct. 

Small Entity Certification. 

I certify that fewer than 100 Job* btvoMna rent* 
gerant were performed at the establishment 
named In Pert 1 of this form during 1980.1 wffl 
purehaae approved equipment and certify this to 
EPA by January 1.1993. 

Sgnaur* Oa» 

Nam* (PIMM Pmt) TW* 

Signaan* of Own*r/Oo*tttor Cam 

Nam* (P>**M Prtno TiS* 

Send this form to: 
MVACs Recycling Program Manager 
Stratospheric Ozone 
Protection Branch 
(6202-J) 
U.S. EPA 
401 M Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

MVAC RECOVEH/RECYCIE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM INSTRUCTIONS 

Motor vehicle recover/recycle Or recover equipment must be acquired by January 1,1992 and certified to EPA 
on or before January t, 1993 under Section 609 of me Clean Air Act To certify your equipment, please com
plete the above form according to the following Instructions and man to EPA at the following address: MVACs 
Recycling Program Manager, Stratospheric Ozone Protection Branch, (6202-J), U.S. EPA, 401 M Street, 
S.W.. Washington, D.C. 20460. 

•J Please provide the name, address and telephone number ot the establlshmentwhere the recover/recycle or 
recover equipment is located. 

2 Please provide the name brand, model number, year, and serial number(s} of the recover/recycle or recover 
*• equipment acquired for use at the above establishment 

3 The certification statement must be signed by the person who has acquired the recovertrecycie or recover 
w equipment (the person may be the owner of the establishment or another responsible officer). The person who 

signs Is certifying matthey have acquiredthe equipment that each indMdual authorized to use the equipment 
is property trained and certified, and that the information provided Is true and comet 

A Small grrtttvCarffllcattait .^lytm MwM^^Mm » . » t M w ^ toi«> »„>i iwf^(rrjMryrr1r^itaintifur-
^ ing i990arenotrequiredmpurcrmseequipmentuntiUanuary 1,1993. Toquailtyforthisoneyearaxtansion, the 

owner mustfill outParti, sign the statementin Pan * above, and sendthis form to SPA. Upon inspection, the 
owner must be able to prove it serviced fewer than 100 jobs In 1990. SmatterMes must buy approved equip
ment and certify to EPA by January 1,1993. 

SU05J-1 

Appendix S to Subpart B—Standard for 
Recover Equipment {Reserved] 
(FR Doe 92-15881 Filed 7-13-92: SMS a n | 
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MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM 

u.i. department ot Energy 
Rfchland Field Office 1 

Nam* o* S*«oll»Km*nt 

2711 -F RirtlrHrtn 
S»**t 
Richland WA 99352 

cay. SUM. Zip Cod* 
(509)-372-1604-

{Arm Codat Tawpnona Numoar 

2 Snap On AHT-mnn 
Nama el EaapmantManutaauiw and Medal Nunow 

914932 
Serial Numeans) 

1991 

Small Entity Certification. 

I certify that fewer than 100 Jobs Involving refri
gerant were performed tt the •stabttsnment 
named In Part lot thJa form during 1OTO. I wm 
purchase approved equipment and certify tMa to 
EPA by January 1.1W3. 

Sigma** 

TM* 
Yew 

3 I certify that I have acquired approved recover/recycle or 
recover equipment under Section SOS of the Clean Air 
Act t certify that onry properly trained eiid certified tech
nicians operate the equipment and that the Information 
given above Is true and correct. 

Signanjra of Ownar/Cowwcr 

Nam* (P<*aM Prtm) TS» 

Send this form to: 
MVAC* Recycling Program Manager 
Stratospheric Ozone 
Protection Branch 
(6202-J) 
U.S. EPA 
401 M Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

MVAC RECOVER/RECYCLE OR RECOVER EQUIPMENT 
CERTIFICATION FORM INSTRUCTIONS 

Motor vehicle recovar/reeycle Or recover equipment must be acquired by January 1,1992 and certified to EPA 
an or before January 1,1993 under Section 609 of the Clean Air Act To certify your equipment, pleaee com* 
plate the above form according te the following Instructions and man to EPA atthe following address: MVACs 
Recycling Program Manager, Stratospheric Ozone Protection Branch, (6202-J), U.S. EPA, 401 M Street, 
S.W.. Washington, D.C. 20460. 

•J Please provide trm name, adaress and teiep^iorwrMtoerot me estaMstmwm 
' recover equipment is located. 

o Wease prevfo^jn* name orantf,rr»ooV/wn6ey, year, a ^ 
*• 9x^pmeyjracqw»tf)^usear^aooved«aWtsflmeYtt 

*» The certification statemem rrwst be signed by trie perscn wtn rm ac^ 
w eqwpmm One person may bemeowrmotmeestauisrimem or an^ 

signsiscerttfylngtnatmeynaveacqjjiredmeeqxjiDrrmrK 
is property veined ana centtled, and mat the inforrnaaon provided is true and correct 

M SmaB Entity Certification. Smivi^astahlkhmmnet that tmnrir^rtrmumr man M l f ^ Inu^M^ .mtfiprf,, **>. 
^ ing l930arertotrequwedtopurcna3eeQviprnetxurMJamary 1.7993. TopuaUtyformisoneyeaf extension, me 

owrmmtstfiaoutPani,signmesxatemet9inPan*atKt»r9,andsend 
owner must be able to proven serviced fewer man lOOjobsln 1990. Small entitles must buyapproved equip
mentand certify to EPA Of January 1,1933. 

Appendix 3 to Subpart B—Standard for 
Recover Equipment (Reserved! 
(FR Doe. 32-tsan HIad 7-13-8S *4S am| 
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